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On 18th , December,2014, president Huanag Jin met Zhu Tingfu,
the Director of Korean Legislation Ministry, and other four
officials. The members of the delegation of Legislation Ministry
are the Director General ,Lin Song he; Director Secretary, Pei gai
li na, Department Head ,Yang Zhenyuan, and Section Chief, Li
You zhen. The ambassador of the Republic of Korea Legal
Counselor Wei Sheng guo accompanied and attended the Culture
Festival. Besides,the Deputy director of Legislative Affairs
Office of the State Council International Department,WangXin,
the Deputy Dean of Law school Xu Shenjian, the Deputy Dean of
School of International Studies Wu Hongyao, Director of Korean
Law Research Center, Vice Dean of The Intellectual Property
Institute and other teachers from the Office of International
Cooperation and Exchange attended the meeting.

After the meeting, President Huang invited Director Zhu Tingfu
and other officals to participate the “2014 CUPL International
Education and Cultural Festival”, which was held by School of
International Studies on the Fourth floor of New Research
Building. Foreign students showed their native clothes,
handicrafts, books, photos and special snacks. The attendants
enjoyed the splendid festival. President Huang had a lively
discuss with the international exchange students.

President Huang and Korean Visitors Attend
International Culture Festival

中国政法大学国际教育学院
School of International Studies

1.A group photo of President Huang ,Korean guests, Chinese and
foreign teachers and students
2. President Huang and the Korean guests had a taste of Korean snacks.
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1.The President had
photos with Students
from Korean,
Germany, Turkey and
Russia.

2.President Huang
talked to foreign
students about their
study at CUPL.
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17th,December is the Special Day for Korean culture.
Korean students from both Changping and XueYuanlu
campus got together on the fourth floors of New Research
Building. They brought Korean food, clothes, handicrafts
and introduction materials. The attendants spoke highly of
the Korean rice cakes, especially the beautiful Korean
clothes. on the exhibition, attendants could wear Korean
clothes and take photos with friends.
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Special Day for Korean Culture
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3.Playing the drum
4.Wearing Korean clothes
5.Reading Korean cultural
materials
6.Wearing Korean masks
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Mexican
Cultural Festival

On 17th,December, Mexico
cultural festival was held as a part
of 2014 CUPL International
Education and Culture Festival.
Mexican student Victor had been
prepared several days for the
festival. When he was making
drinks, he introduced Mexico
culture, such as food, clothing,
handicrafts, geography and
history to the attendants. Students
enjoyed Victor’s drinks and
showed their thanks to him.

1, A group photo
of students and
teachers

2, Victor was making drinks.
3,Victor was introducing famous places of
Mexico.
4. National flags of countries
5. Mexican friends from other universities
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Turkish dietary and cook style are
well known all over the world.
Once someone said, in the world,
three countries are very stressed
for food, the first is China, the
second is French and the third is
Turkey. Turkish people are fond
of mutton, roast mutton is highly
praised. They like cut off slices of
mutton while roasting, and then
eat together with big pancakes as
they said such meat is more
dilicious.Besides sheep brains and
eggplants are also their
favorite,the fomer is of rich
nutrition and the latter are always
being prefered in hundreds of
Turkish dishes.

Turkey Food Festival
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Turkish Food Characteristics

On 19th, December is Turkey Food Festival.
Turkey students provided attendants with
delicious food and cooked meatballs on spot.
Both international and chinese students were
attracted and had tasted. Many students
became interesed in those Turkish food and
had learned more about the local culture of
Turkey.
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1-2.Taste
Turkish food

3.Making
meatballs
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Japanese food festival was held on 20th December .
A Japanese exchange student taught attendants
making rice balls. Thanks to her patient
instruction ,many students’ cooking skills directely
run to fancy and delicious rice rolls. Some students
even created new styles.The whole festival is full of
cheers and laughter and ended with amusing ask and
answer about other Japanese food.

Learning To Make Dumplings

Japanese Food Festival
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Students of School of Juris Master not only prepared a great dumpling feast
for attendants, but also taught students how to make dumplings. A great
number of foreign students are interested in how to roll dumpling wraps,put
stuffing and knead . After repeated attempts almost everyone eventually
make out their own dumplings.
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1.Japanese exchange student taught
attendants making rice balls
2.Taste rice rolls
3.Making dumpling
4.Learn to roll dumpling wraps
5.Enjoy the dumpling
6.Joy of sharing
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On 20th December, students of CUPL
brought attendants wonderful
performances, among the activities, blue
and white porcelain instruments perform
gave audiences great joy and happiness.

The Closing Ceremony
At Xue Yuan Lu Campus

The Performance of
Chinese Students

1.The Pipa performance
2.The flute performance
3.The juggling performance
4.Preparing the performance
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In the afternoon of December
12, Teng tingting as a
representative of Chinese
Language Promoting Centre
of School of International
Studies delivered a speech,
she expressed great
appreciate and awarded
certificates to the volunteers
and especially appealed
audiences to give more
support to the activities of
School of International
Studies.
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On December 11, School of
Humanities and School of
International Studies held a
lecture tittled “Bring Arts,
Humanities And Science
Together”. The lecture were
presented by David, hosted by
profesor Wen Bin, meanwhile
professor Zhang Liying made
comments. In addition, over ten
foreign students attended the
lecture.

1.Professor Wen Bin hosted the lecuture,
and professor Zhang Liying made some
comments.
2.Foreign students in attendance
3.David gave a lecture.

David's Lecture
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Exchange between China
and the West

On 12 December, Director Li Xiade
of Vienna Confucius Institute,
Director David of Bangor
University, professor Zhang Liying
and Director Xue Xiaojian of
University of Bucharest’s Confucius
Institute，Vice President Mao of
Economic Press , Director Xie of
People's pictorial, Education TV
host and Tang Yin from
International Cultural Creative
Center of Language and Culture
University paid a visit to Creating
Philosophy Hall. The hall was fond
by Liu Haolin, Ma Jinhong, Pan
Guanfu and Li Xinjie. Visitors from
different countries and regions had
tea and free talk.

Visit 798
On 12 December, Director Li xiade of Vienna Confucius
Institute, prof. Zhang Liying and Director Xue Xiaojian of
Bucharest Confucius Institute took a visit to 798, they had
a talking about holding art exhibitions and experiencing
Chinese art for the upcoming foreign students.
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From 16th -19th December, 2014, School of International
Studies held a film sharing activity on Changping campus to
enrich students’ life. The activity aims to provide a
chance for foreign students to display their countries and
cultures, and strengthen the exchange between Chinese
students and the foreign students.

The Film
Festival

In the cold winter day, students from School of
International Studies brought us special flashing dance.
In the afternoon of December 12, a number of masked
students in strange clothes stood in front of Pioneer
Cattle Statue, attracting a crowd of onlookers. As the
music sounded, they threw the mask, rising sunshine
smile, began a rhythmic dance. The brisk and skilled
rhythm, dynamic dance and the dancers and the perfect
fusion of music, infected with the presence of all the
audience. Audiences can't help with music playing
tempo, enjoyed this wonderful time.
As the ‘Flashing dance’ of International Cultural
Festival of School of International Studies in

Changping campus begins, it also built up the
upcoming activity “Running CUPL”.

1-3 “flashing dance” performance of students

Flashing Dance in Cultural
Festival
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This activity show many movies from Hong Kong, Taiwan, America and French. Besides,
on December 22, School of International Studies held a huge party named “CUPL
Christmas Eve”, which was help to enrich life and strengthen cohesion among students
and schools.
This party was held by students’ Union of School of International Studies. President Wu
attended the party, and also included foreign friends and graduate students from Haindian
District campus.

This activity not only provided delicious
buffet, but also prepared exciting
performances and lottery. What’s more,
many students took part in a unique
Christmas Ball. The Students’ Union
decorated the ball elaborately. Thus the
scene made people indulge in the warm
and lively Christmas.
After the Flashing dance, an elegant
waltz opened the prelude to Christmas
Ball. Then attendances from all over
world joined the ball, dancing with
happy smiles. The most excited and
surprised part was lottery, quantities of
fancy presents were awarded by the
chairman of the Students' Union. In
addition, this activity reached a climax
by the performance of guitar, hip-hop
and magic show.
“CUPL Christmas Eve” displayed the
vitality and youth of all our students, and
also promoted friendship of students. It
was believed that this Christmas party
would be a warm memorable day of the
whole winter.

CUPL Christmas Eve
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